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Joel Beeke’s book store and endorsement of sodomy

Back in September of this year, I published an article on Joel Beeke entitled: “Joel Beeke preaches for 
and publicly seeks closer links with sodomy-endorsing Dutch denomination!”

Near the beginning of this article I stated: “In the past he has shared platforms with pro-sodomite speakers 
and sold books extolling the sodomite life-style.”

I was challenged regarding the very last phrase of this statement. It was pointed out that the internet link 
I gave in support of this statement revealed that in the library of Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary 
there was a book by Wesley Hill, a man who would term himself a “Christian Gay”!!! 

Of course, theological libraries contain books by authors that it may not endorse. 

That was the wrong link for me to use to show that Dr Beeke endorses sodomy-promoting writers. It was 
said that this ‘error’ detracted from the effectiveness of my article.

However, that mistake on my part does not invalidate my allegation regarding Dr Beeke’s endorsement of 
pro-sodomite writers.

This I will demonstrate this by asking readers to check out this link.

This will take you to an advert on Dr Beeke’s bookstore web-
site. Here is a screen shot of the advertisement in question.

Below this advert is a list of endorsements for this book. 

One of them is by Wesley Hill, Assistant Professor of Biblical 
Studies, Trinity School for Ministry and author of “Washed 
and Waiting: Reflections on Christian Faithfulness and Ho-
mosexuality.”

Wesley Hill is a “gay Christian”. Mr. Hill has written a book 
which is in the library of Dr. Beeke’s Puritan Reformed Theo-
logical Seminary. Wesley Hill’s book, according to the pub-
lisher’s promo, “is a book written primarily for gay Chris-
tians . . . With reflections from the lives of [Roman Catholic 
priests] Henri Nouwen and Gerard Manley Hopkins . . .” 

To use someone as an endorsement for a book surely must be seen as an endorsement of that person’s 
opinions and stand. You are concurring with their opinion. 

I freely acknowledge that there are times when you may use the comments of one whose views you do not 
approve of or endorse but when you do that you must make very clear that your use of this man’s name is 
not an endorsement of what he believes or preaches.

There has been no attempt by Dr Beeke to distance himself or warn his followers regarding Wesley Hill’s 
views.

Furthermore, in the Wesley Hill’s endorsement is given the name of his book promoting sodomy. This is ad-
vertising a most wicked publication and aiding the enemies of the Lord.

This then gives substance to my original claim that Dr Beeke’s bookstore promoted sodomy-endorsing writ-
ers.
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Here is another advert on Dr Beeke’s website.

Here again there is an advert for this same book by Wesley 
Hill in the endorsement he gives for this publication. What 
we have already stated about the use of such a man’s en-
dorsement might be repeated but sufficient it is to note that 
double use of such a man as an endorser of books is giving 
endorsement and promotion to one that no Christian should 
in any way be associated with or aid the circulation of his 
writings by referring to them.

While I acknowledge that I gave a wrong link in my Septem-
ber article and was rebuked for that, I believe the substance 
of my allegation regarding Dr Beeke giving aid and succour 
to sodomy-promoting writers stands.

While submitting to the rebuke for that ‘error’, I would boldly 
reaffirm my witness against Dr Beeke on this matter. I trust that this small error on my part will not be used 
as a cloak to cover and dismiss the rest of the article and the undeniable facts regarding Dr Beeke’s errors 
and backsliding.

Ivan Foster.

1st December, 2016.
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